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Abstract

Stability and redundacy studies on the electrical grid
on Gotland with respect to 500 MW of new wind
power and a VSC HVDC link to the mainland
Martin Larsson

The electric grid of Gotland is connected to the mainland via a 90 km HVDC Classic
bipole of 2 * 130 MW. The HVDC link balances the load and production on the island
to maintain the frequency within limits, the load varies between 50 and 180 MW
throughout the year. The power production on the island comes mainly from wind
power. Today, the installed power is about 170 MW but 
the wind power production will be further exploited and the plan is to add another
500 MW of wind power capacity to the existing plants. These plants will be
connected to a new 130 kV transmission grid which will have a connection to the
existing 70 kV grid at a new substation called Stenkumla. Along with the increased
wind power production on the island comes the need of increased transmission
capacity to the mainland. A VSC HVDC link of 500 MW is planned for this purpose
and it will be connected to Stenkumla.

As of today, it is not certain whether the two grids will be connected or not. Having
connected grids is in the interest of the grid owner Gotlands Energi AB, GEAB since
they then could utilize the technology of the new link and thereby ensure stable
operation during faults that today would lead to black out.

In this thesis the feasibility of having connected grids was investigated and the study
was divided into three main parts.

•Reactive power and voltage profiles
•Short circuit study
•Converter trip study

This study shows that under the assumptions made regarding production grid layout
and proportion of WTG types there will be no need for adding reactive power
compensation equipment. That is provided that demands are set on wind power plant
contractors to have their equipment contributing with reactive power compensation,
even during no load.

A trip of the SvK VSC HVDC converter during full power production causes the
most severe stress to the system. The major problem proved to be surviving the first
100 ms after converter trip without loosing angular stability and the most important
measure to improve the stability was active power reduction of the wind turbines. 

The overall conclusion is that it is feasible to have connected grids during normal
operation but demands has to be put on wind power plant contractors. 
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Populärvetenskaplig sammanfattning 

Gotlands elnät är sammankopplat med fastlandet via en HVDC Classic länk med en 

kapacitet på 260 MW. HVDC Classic länken balanserar produktionen och lasten på ön 

för att hålla frekvensen till 50 Hz. Lasten varierar mellan 50 och 180 MW och nästan 

all produktion kommer från vindkraft. I dag finns ca 170 MW installerat men det finns 

framskridna planer på att bygga ut med ytterligare 500 MW . Denna nya vindkraft är 

tänkt att installeras i ett nytt produktionsnät som skall ha en sammankopplingspunkt 

med det befintliga nätet. För att kunna överföra den tillkommande effekten skall en ny 

länk, av VSC HVDC-typ, byggas till fastlandet. 

 

Det är idag inte klart om de båda näten skall vara ihopkopplade i normalfallet. Det 

ligger dock i nätägarens, Gotland Energi AB, intresse att det blir så då de vill utnyttja 

den nya länken för att förbättra stabiliteten i nätet. Det finns i dag felfall som kan leda 

till elavbrott på ön beroende på tillkortakommanden i tekniken i den befintliga länken. 

 

I detta arbete undersöktes möjligheterna att ha ihopkopplade nät i normal drift. 

Studien är inriktad mot tre huvudområden: Reaktiv effekt hantering, 

kortslutningsstabilitet och vad som händer med nätet om en av länkarna plötsligt 

skulle sluta fungera. 

 

Den reaktiva effekten som produceras av det nya produktionsnätet visade sig vara 

möjlig att hantera av de befintliga komponenterna i nätet. Det visade sig också vara 

möjligt att uppnå nollutbyte av reaktiv effekt enbart genom att utnyttja 

kompenseringskapaciteten i vindkraftverken. Detta innebär dock att krav måste ställas 

på vindkraftprojektörerna att utrusta deras maskiner med möjligheten att bidra med 

reaktiv effekt även då vinden inte blåser.  

 

Kortslutningsstudien visade inte på några större problem med att ha näten 

ihopkopplade vid normal drift men desto större problem uppkom när effekterna av 

tripp av den nya länken vid full produktion undersöktes. Det visade sig att vissa 

vindkraftverk föll ur fas redan under de första 100 ms efter att länken kopplats ur. 

Vindkraftverkens agerande vid låga spänningar visade sig vara nyckeln till att klara en 

tripp av den nya länken. Genom att ställa krav på att vindkraftverken snabbt skall 

reducera sin aktiva effekt vid låg spänning så kan man säkerställa stabiliteten i nätet 

även om den nya länken skulle trippa. 

 

Slutsatsen är att det är möjligt att ha de båda näten ihopkopplade under normal drift 

men det är av vikt att ställa krav på vindkraftstillverkare avseende reaktiv 

effektkompensering och agerande vid låga spänningsnivåer. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Background 

The electric grid of Gotland is connected to the mainland via a 90 km HVDC Classic 

bi pole of 2 * 130 MW. The HVDC link balances the load and production on the 

island to maintain the frequency within limits. The load on Gotland varies between 50 

MW and 180 MW and the largest load centres are the city of Visby and the Cementa 

factory. The power production on the island comes mainly from wind power. Today, 

the installed power is about 170 MW and largest wind farm is located in Näs in the 

south of Gotland. In order to transmit the wind power generated in the south to the 

load centres in the north, thereby stabilizing the grid, an HVDC Light link is installed 

between Näs and Bäcks. Two synchronous condensers, basically two unloaded 

synchronous motors, (G14 and G13) are located in Visby in order to provide reactive 

power to the HVDC Classic link and rotating mass to the system. An overview of the 

70 kV grid is shown in figure 1.1 

 

Figure 1.1 Simplified scheme of the 70 kV grid at Gotland with the HVDC Classic and the HVDC 

Light links [1] 
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On some occasions, due to the amount of installed wind power compared to the load, 

Gotland is self sufficient in electrical power. 

1.1.1 Ygne, HVDC Classic link, and synchronous condensers 

Ygne is the name of the substation where the HVDC Classic link is connected to 

Gotland grid. It is also the place where the synchronous condensers, G13 and G14 are 

located. The HVDC link, utilizing thyristor valve technique, will always consume 

reactive power and this power is supplied by the synchronous compensators and 

capacitor batteries. The capacitor batteries main purpose is to serve as filter for the 

HVDC Classic link but they are also used to aid the reactive power balance in Ygne.  

At certain operating points, the reactive power balance is close to the limit of what can 

be handled. The operating points hardest to handle are those close to zero exchange of 

power between Gotland and the mainland. [2] 

 

It takes around 2.5 to 3 seconds to reverse the power direction on the HVDC link. This 

is a rather long time and, for some disturbances, it can be too long causing a blackout 

on Gotland. In order to prevent blackouts due to the long power reversing time, one 

pole is always operated with power direction towards Gotland during sensible 

operating points. This operating strategy involves losses and leak currents. 

 

Tripping of one of the synchronous condensers is the usual reason for blackout on 

Gotland.[2]  

1.1.2 Planned expansion 

The wind power production will be further exploited and the plan is to add another 

500 MW of wind power capacity to the existing plants. These plants will be connected 

to a new 130 kV transmission grid which will have a connection to the existing 70 kV 

grid at a new substation called Stenkumla. Along with the increased wind power 

production on the island comes the need of increased transmission capacity to the 

mainland. A VSC HVDC link of 500 MW is planned for this purpose. The 130 kV 

transmission grid can consist of as much as 40 % cable, depending on permit 

processes etc. [3] 

 

Vattenfall is the owner of the HVDC Classic link whereas SvK will be the owner of 

the VSC HVDC link. Gotlands Energi AB, GEAB, will be the owner of the new 

production grid.  

 

As of today, it is not certain whether the two grids will be connected or not during 

normal operation. However GEAB and Vattenfall are interested in having connected 

grids since, in that case, Gotland grid could benefit from the technological advantages 

that a VSC HVDC link provides. Disturbances that today would result in a black out 
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on the island, due to reversing of power direction of the HVDC Classic poles, could be 

avoided if the VSC HVDC link is in frequency control.  

 

With the coming installation of wind power, Gotland will be self-sufficient in power 

more often. If the grids are not connected, it would mean that for some operating 

situations, the HVDC Classic link need to import power from the mainland when the 

VSC HVDC link is exporting power to the mainland. This is of course something that 

should be avoided if possible. 

 

SvK is of the opinion that they are building the new link in order to transfer wind 

power from the production grid to the mainland. They can allow the technological 

possibilities of the link to be used by GEAB but they would like to have the link as 

passive as possible. 

 

The WTGs need power when the wind is not blowing to operate support systems etc. 

and the new VSC HVDC link can be expected to have audit for 1 week per year. In 

order to energize the production grid when the new VSC HVDC is taken out of 

service, the reactive power from the production grid needs to be handled by the 

existing equipment in Ygne, by the WTGs in the production grid or by other 

compensating equipment, i.e. an SVC.  

 

Vattenfall owns 75 % of GEAB and Vattenfall Research and Development have 

performed many studies on the electrical grid on Gotland. This thesis is carried out at 

VRD by request of GEAB. 

1.2 Definitions 

Within this work the following list of definitions is used to clarify which HVDC link 

and what grid that is being referred to: 

 

 Production grid – The new 130 kV transmission grid 

 Gotland grid – The existing grid on Gotland 

 HVDC Classic – The existing HVDC Classic link connecting Gotland to the 

mainland 

 Gotland HVDC Light – The existing HVDC Light connected between the 

south of Gotland and Visby. 

 SvK VSC HVDC – The new VSC HVDC link, owned by SvK (Svenska 

Kraftnät) 

1.3 Previous work 

A feasibility study has been carried out in order to determine how much wind power 

that is likely to be installed and on what locations this might be [4]. The result from 

that study is underlying the layout of the production grid. Gotland grid has been 
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modelled in PSSE several times. This study uses Gotland_Vind_170MW_rev1 as a 

model of Gotland grid [5] and the new production grid is added to that model. 

1.4 Purposes 

There are uncertainties regarding the outcome of the planned wind power and the VSC 

HVDC link. This work examines the feasibility of having connected grids under the 

assumptions made regarding production grid layout, WTG types, control strategy etc. 

It should be considered a first approach and serve as basis for future work and 

discussions regarding the layout and operating strategies of the grids. 

  

The main goal of this work is to find out if connected grids are feasible and what 

measures that might be needed to take in order to ensure secure operation with 

connected grids. The investigations of the thesis are divided into three main studies. 

1.4.1 Reactive power compensation and voltage profiles 

In order to control the reactive power flows between the grids, the reactive power 

contribution from the production grid needs to be compensated for. This study 

investigates different reactive power compensation strategies and their impact on 

reactive power flow and voltage profiles. The purpose is to find the steady state 

system characteristics of different reactive power compensation strategies, and also if 

some strategies are not feasible with out setting special requirements on the WTG and 

VSC HVDC manufacturers. 

 

The reactive power flow from the production grid when all WTGs and the SvK VSC 

HVDC link is out of service is also examined. The reactive power flow obtained is 

what needs to be handled when energizing the production grid from Ygne.  

1.4.2 Short circuit study 

The first part of this study is to find favourable fault-ride through and power plant 

controller settings for the WTGs in the production grid. This is done by comparing 

voltage recovery, frequency drops and reactive power flow during short circuit fault 

for different combinations of the investigated parameters.  

 

The main purpose is to examine problems associated with interacting of components 

in the connected grids. Expected problems are e.g. oscillations in voltage and reactive 

power.  

1.4.3 Converter trip study 

This study examines the event of a converter trip. It examines both the trip of one 

HVDC Classic pole and the SvK VSC HVDC converter. Since the HVDC Classic link 

cannot transfer all the power from the production grid, some kind of power reduction 
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must take place if the SvK VSC HVDC converter trip. The object of this study is to 

determine necessary power reduction rates and strategies to ensure that Gotland grid 

can continue to operate during the event of a converter trip. 

1.5 Methodology 

The study is performed in PSS/E, an existing model of the electrical grid on Gotland is 

expanded with the new production grid, wind power and VSC HVDC link. 

 

The reactive power contribution from the production grid is examined through load 

flow calculations for full and no loading of the transmission lines. This is yielding the 

two extreme cases of the amount of reactive power that needs two be handled.  

 

Short circuits are applied on different locations both in the production grid and in 

Gotland grid in order to examine the cover faults with different electrical distance to 

the key components in the system. The fault time is conservatively chosen. The 

system behaviour is evaluated with respect to voltage and frequency recovery as well 

as power oscillations. 

  

The converter trip study is performed during full load conditions since this will cause 

the largest stress to the system. Worst case scenario is examined and the time delays 

for power reduction and frequency control repossession are conservatively chosen. 

The necessary power reduction rates are determined with respect to frequency 

increase, system stability and stress on components in the grid.  

2 Theory 

2.1 Load flow calculations 

Load flow calculations are used to determine the paths of power flow in an AC 

system. The power flows are determined by the voltage amplitude and angle, and the 

transmission lines impedance. When the voltage amplitude and phase is known at each 

bus in the system, the power flow on each branch connecting the busses can be 

calculated. Equation 3.1 and 3.2 shows the non-linear equation system that is solved in 

load flow calculations. Finding the solution is an iterative process. 

 

  Eq 3.1 

 

  Eq 3.2 
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Pk is the active power injected at bus k, Vk is the amplitude of the voltage at bus k, Ykn 

is the amplitude of the impedance between bus k and n, δk is the voltage angle at bus k 

and θkn is the angle for the impedance between bus k and n. 

2.2 Dynamic simulations 

When performing a load flow calculation, the result is the steady state power flow 

generated from the steady state conditions in terms of generated and consumed power, 

voltage levels etc. This approach is not sufficient when dealing with events of a more 

transient behaviour where dynamic simulations are needed.  

 

During dynamic simulations, the system behaviour in terms of power flow and voltage 

levels is affected by the simulated behaviour of turbine governors, exciters, pitching of 

turbine blades etc. Each generator or load which transient behaviour is i.e. governed 

by some sort of controller needs to be represented as a dynamic model in dynamic 

simulations.  The dynamic model contains the set of equations that is needed to 

calculate the model output which should represent the behaviour of the real 

equipment. Obviously it is of the essence that the model is well written and validated 

to ensure reliable simulation results. In short, dynamic simulations connect load flow 

calculations and dynamic behaviour. [6] 

 

PSS/E uses RMS values and angles instead of instantaneous values. This could imply 

problem when simulating transient behaviour even if this can often be neglected [7]. 

The bus frequency calculations are based on the derivative of the bus angle. Therefore, 

it is a pseudo-calculation and frequency monitoring buses should be chosen with care 

in order to avoid large frequency deviation. 

2.3 HVDC technology 

There are two main types of technology, the Line-Commutated Converter and the 

Voltage-Source Converter. Both technologies are being studied in this work. The 

VSC-type can control both the voltage amplitude and phase, thus controlling both 

reactive and active power at PCC independently [8]. The LCC-type can only control 

the active power and will at all times consume reactive power, the reactive power 

consumed is proportional to the active power.  

 

The current direction for a LCC is fixed, why it is also commonly known as current 

source converter. That means that in order to change the power direction on a LCC 

link, the polarity of the DC voltage needs to be changed. 

 

ABB have named their VSC HVDC system HVDC Light and their LCC HVDC 

system HVDC Classic. 
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2.3.1 VSC HVDC control method 

There are two control methods available for the VSC HVDC model provided by ABB. 

The most commonly used is referred to as current control which is considered the 

faster and more robust one [9, p.9]. In current control, the active and reactive current 

to be injected to grid is calculated based on active power setting and reactive power 

setting or voltage control. This control strategy is in need of a strong grid in order to 

work properly. 

 

The other method is by ABB referred to as Passive Net operation. In this operation 

mode the converter is controlling the AC voltage to amplitude and phase. Controlling 

the phase of the voltage vector equates controlling active power or frequency. 

Basically the converter uses its own frequency reference value when controlling the 

switching pulses of the IGBTs to generate the preferred phase. This control method is 

often implemented for offshore wind connections or weak AC systems with small 

amount of rotating mass. Both the voltage amplitude and phase can be added a droop. 

[9, p.9-10] 

3 The transmission grids 

3.1 Gotland grid 

The power system of Gotland is modelled in PSS/E with the 170MW rev1 [5]. This 

revision of the PSS/E model of Gotland contains 170 MW of installed wind power. 

During initial analysis of the model it was found that one WTG was changing its 

power direction during a 3P fault. This was found to be due to a poorly written model 

and the model was replaced with the generic model for FPCs available in PSS/E 

model library. 

 

When performing load flow calculations on Gotland grid in PSS/E the following 

actions need to be executed: 

 The active power on Gotland HVDC Light is controlled to limit the active 

power transfer of the two parallel 70 kV over head lines from Näs to Ygne to 

30 MW per line.  

 The voltage at Ygne is set by changing the scheduled voltage of the 

synchronous condensers. 

 The active power contribution from synchronous compensator G14 (swing 

machine in Gotland PSS/E model) is set to zero by controlling the active 

power transfer of the HVDC Classic. G14 is not a real swing bus since it 

cannot provide any active power more than during short transients due to its 

rotating mass. 
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These actions make load flow calculations an iterative process which preferably is 

executed by a script. When connected with the production grid, the actions presented 

above are added with the active power set point of the SvK VSC HVDC. The active 

power transfer is changed in order to achieve desired active power exchange between 

Gotland grid and the production grid. 

3.1.1 Frequency protection settings 

The 170 MW PSS/E model have frequency protection for WTGs installed from 2003 

and later. The WTGs are divided into 8 groups with individual frequency protection 

levels and delay times. The fastest protection systems are set to 0.3 s timeout and the 

lowest high frequency protection level is 52.5 Hz [5 p. 7]. The slower protection 

systems are not of importance to this study. 

3.2 Production grid 

There are a lot of uncertainties about where, when and how much wind power that will 

be built in the future and the amount of cable and overhead transmission line is 

unknown. A previous study on possible locations for future wind power expansion on 

Gotland shows that three transmission lines of approximately 50 km would cover 

areas that are prospected for about 700 MW of new wind power. 

 

To cover different outcomes of wind power expansion and permit processes two 

variants of the transmission grid was created. Case OH consists only of overhead 

transmission lines whereas in case Cable, 20 km of overhead line has been replaced 

with cable in each leg. There will probably be some cable in the transmission system 

but 20 km is merely a guess to be used as a reference case. The amount of wind power 

to be installed is limited by the capacity of the new HVDC link to 500 MW. Since 

there are uncertainties of where the new wind power will be exploited, 500 MW is 

equally divided among the legs. The WTGs are lumped into aggregates of 18 MW (6 

WTGs), being the number of WTGs connected to one collector feeder. 

 

The 130/33 kV transformers are equipped with tap changers. The tap changer is set to 

adjust the voltage at the LV-side of the 130/33 transformer between 1.03 and 0.97 p.u, 

i.e. there is a dead band in voltage control. The tap changer is working in a range of 

1.1 to 0.9, since it is not possible to have stepless adjusting in PSS/E the number of 

steps is set to the maximum 9999. The transmission line parameters have been 

calculated using the impedance calculation tool LineProp. Impedances for 

transformers and underground cables have been given from GEAB or wind power 

manufacturers. Calculations and data for all impedances are available in appendix A. 
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Figure 3.1 Single-line diagram of the production grid and the connection with Gotland grid 

Figure 3.1 present a simplified scheme of the production grid. The 90 and 72 MW 

aggregates are in the model divided into 18 MW aggregates corresponding to the 

installed power on one collector grid feeder. The bus numbers are given as the 

following example. The aggregate at bus 1111 in figure 3.1 are 5 aggregates in the 

model. Their buses are numbered 1111, 1121, 1131 etc. The same nomenclature is 

used for the other aggregates. 

 

Most manufacturers are switching there production to FPCs, but there are some that 

still sell DFIGs. Since it is impossible to tell what types that will be installed in a 

future production grid this study will examine both types. Two legs will have FPCs 

and the other leg will have DIFG. This is a reasonable representation of the proportion 

of WTG types and the separation enables independent observation of the behaviour of 

each WTG type. 

3.2.1 The collector grid 

Since the wind turbines are expected to be placed on land, their size is limited and 

expected to be 3 MW. A collector system at 36 kV level is considered standard for 

these implementations and therefore utilized in this study. 240 mm
2
 Al cable is being 

used for the collector feeders and thus limiting the amount of installed power per 

feeder to 18 MW [3].  

 

The length of the collector feeders needs to be about 1 km/MW to provide enough 

space for the power plants, giving a total length of around 18 km per feeder [3]. The 
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layout of one feeder of the collector system is assumed to consist of three kiosks 

evenly distributed along the feeder. Two wind turbines are connected to each kiosk.  

Collector grid
Transmission 

grid

33kV 130 kV

WTG WTG WTG WTG WTG WTG

6 km6 km6 km

 

Figure 3.2 One feeder of the collector system 

For calculations of equivalent generators, transformers and collector feeders see 

appendix A. 

3.2.2 Frequency protection settings 

The frequency protection of the Enercon models where set out of service when it was 

found that a malfunction in the model caused the WTGs to trip even when the 

frequency was within limits. No external frequency protection for the Enercon WTGs 

have been implemented. The frequency protection limits for the Vestas models are set 

to 47 and 53 Hz, both with 0.2 seconds time out. 

4 Components and PSS/E models 

In this chapter the components of importance to this study are listed. The PQ-

capability, control modes and PSS/E model are presented and discussed 

4.1 HVDC Classic 

Gotland is connected to the mainland with HVDC Classic technology. In PSS/E the 

cable and converter stations are modelled with ABBs model CDCAB3. The DC 

system is not accounted for in load flow but the time constants and capacitance for the 

cable are counted for in dynamic simulations [10]. 

4.1.1 Control of HVDC Classic 

Frequency control is assumed to be performed by the SvK VSC HVDC link, having 

higher rating and newer technology. The HVDC Classic link then needs to be 

controlled in another way. The strategy utilized in this study is to control of the power 

flow between the grids in order to be able to avoid circulation of power. When the 

operating strategy is developed, care must be taken to avoid reversing of power 

direction of the HVDC classic link during disturbances. The strategy is discussed in 

chapter 9.2. 
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The controller for HVDC Classic is HVDCAT, the generic model for auxiliary inputs 

to DC lines in PSS/E. The parameters have been chosen in order to represent the real 

controller having one proportional and one integrating part. The parameter setting for 

the controller has been performed during previous work on Gotland PSS/E model. In 

the existing Gotland model it is used to control the frequency on the island. The same 

parameter setting is used when the control mode is changed from frequency to power 

flow control. 

4.2 SvK VSC HVDC 

The existing HVDC Light model at Gotland is modelled with CABBO2 provided by 

ABB. The DC system is not modelled in load flow but the time constants and 

impedances for the cable is counted for in dynamic simulations [8]. 

 

Most likely, the coming VSC HVDC link will be of multi-level type. The performance 

difference between a two level VSC HVDC and a multi-level is mainly the harmonic 

content and thereby the size of the filters, also the switching losses are decreased. The 

difference in dynamic behaviour between two-level and multi-level VSC HVDCs is 

assumed to be small and since no multi-level VSC HVDC model was available during 

the work of this thesis it was decided to use the two-level model. 

4.2.1 Model data 

ABB provides data for several standard sizes of converters. In this thesis, M6 have 

been used with a rating of 564 MW and 150 kV DC. A cable length of 100 km is 

assumed for the cable impedances and time constants. All parameters and impedances 

are set according to ABB and can be found in [8]. 

 

The mainland converter is controlling the DC voltage and the converter on the island 

controls the active power. The converter on the island controls the voltage at bus 4 to 

1.0 p.u. 

4.2.2 Control of SvK VSC HVDC 

The SvK VSC HVDC converter is set to control the voltage of PPC, bus 4, to a 

setpoint. A frequency controller was created to control the frequency of the grid by 

changing the active power set point of the SvK VSC HVDC. The PI controller 

implemented was proven too slow to avoid high frequency deviations when 90 MW of 

production was disconnected, see Appendix B. Efforts were made to increase the 

speed of the controller response which only increased the oscillations of the 

frequency. The conclusion drawn was that a PID regulator was necessary [11]. This is 

seldom implemented due to the difficulties in measuring the derivative of electrical 

frequency. The solution implemented was to have the SvK VSC HVDC working in 
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Passive Net operation, i.e. controlling the frequency to its own reference value, see 

chapter 3.3.1. The frequency droop was set to zero since there are no other frequency 

controlling units on Gotland meaning that the SvK VSC HVDC link needs to 

compensate for all changes in active power. 

4.3 DFIG Vestas V90 VCS 3MW version 7.4 

Vestas V90 VCS 3MW was chosen to represent the DFIGs in this thesis. Dynamic 

parameters are set according to [12]. 

4.3.1 PQ-capability for Vestas Wind Turbines 

Figure 4.1 shows the capability chart for the generic Vestas model and table 4.1 

contains specific data for Vestas V90 3MW VCS. 
 

 
 

Figure 4.1 PQ-Capability chart for Vestas V90 

Table 4.1 Parameters of the PQ-Capability chart for Vestas V90 3 MW [12] 

Parameter  Units  V90 3MW 

VCS/VCRS  

Mbase  MW  3.0  

[ X1, X2, X3, X4 ]  p.u.  [0.1021, 0.700, 1.0, 
0.884]  

[ Y1, Y2, Y3, Y4 ]  p.u.  [0.5, 0.203, -0.292,-0.5 ]  

PF_Cap_Max (Full Load)  -  0.98  

PF_Ind_Max (Full Load)  -  0.96  

PF_Cap_Min (Partial Load)  -  0.2  

PF_Ind_Min (Partial Load)  -  0.2  
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Table 4.1 shows that the reactive power delivery from the V90 is limited. Its ability to 

consume reactive power is greater than its ability to produce reactive power during 

full load. At partial load the reactive power delivery is limited to 0.5 p.u. both 

capacitive and inductive. This DFIG model cannot contribute with reactive power 

when no active power is produced. [12] 

4.3.2 Fault Ride-Through 

The Vestas V90 VCS turbines are equipped with FRT ability. The contribution of 

reactive power can not be controlled but is depending to the voltage drop. The Vestas 

model always gives highest priority to the active power [12]. 

4.3.3 Power Plant Controller 

A farm of WTGs can be controlled with the Vestas concept PPC. The PPC can control 

the exchange of active and reactive power with the grid by controlling the outputs 

from the WTGs. The PPC have four settings with respect to reactive power. [13] 

Table 4.2 PPC control settings [13] 

PPC setting Description 

1, Reactive power control Controls the reactive power to a set point 

2, Power factor control Controls the reactive power to provide 
constant power factor 

3, Voltage droop control Controls the voltage at PCC but added a droop 

4, Voltage PI control Controls the voltage at PCC to a reference 
value 

4.4 FPC Enercon E-82 3MW FD 

As a representation for FPCs, Enercon E-82 was chosen. FD means that it has FRT 

capability. Dynamic parameters are set according to [14] except for the frequency 

protection system that has been switched off. 

4.4.1 PQ Capability for Enercon Wind Turbines 

Figure 4.2 shows the capability chart for the generic Enercon model and table 4.3 

shows the parameters for the PQ capability chart for E-82 E3 FT. 
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Figure 4.2 PQ Capability chart for the generic Enercon model 

Table 4.3 PQ Capability for Enercon E-82 3MW FD [14] 

WTG type Pmax MW Mbase MVA Qmax MVAR Qmin MVAR 

E-82 E3 3,0 3,0 1,8 -1,75 

The PQ capability chart shows that the E-82 FPC can produce and consume maximum 

reactive power down to 0.2 p.u. active power even without the STATCOM option. 

The STATCOM option implies a greater cost for the FPC. The reactive power range is 

much greater than for the DFIG, around 0.6 p.u. of installed power both inductive and 

capacitive. [15] 

4.4.2 Fault Ride-Through 

The Enercon model utilized in this thesis is equipped with FRT ability, furthermore 

the FRT behaviour can be controlled. The average voltage is measured over one 

frequency period and if the average voltage is lower than the set limit for fault 

detection the WTG enters FRT mode after a time delay of 10 ms. The WTG returns to 

normal operation when the average voltage exceeds the limit for fault clearance 

detection. All FRT modes have Q priority, meaning that the active current is limited in 

favour of the reactive current. All the active current that can not be delivered to the 

grid is consumed by a dump load. 
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Table 4.4 FRT modes and descriptions Enercon [15] 

FRT mode Description 

1, ZPM (Zero Power Mode) Active and reactive power is set to zero. When 
fault clearance is detected, the powers are 
ramped up to initial values. The speed of the 
ramping is determined by a time constant 

2, PQM (PQ Mode) The active current order can be reduced in 
favour of reactive power contribution. 

3, PAM (Phase Angle Mode) The reactive current to be induced is 
calculated as a factor times the induced active 
current. The factor can be set by the user and 
is set to 0.5 throughout this thesis 

4, QUM (QU-mode) The reactive current injected is the reactive 
current injected before the fault, added with a 
part that is determined by the voltage 
deviation. 

In event of high voltage, the Enercon units are set to ZPM. The limit for over voltage-

detection (OV-detection) is set to 1.2 p.u. The time constant for ramping gives 1 

second ramping time form 0 to 100 % production. 

 

The limit for under voltage-detection (UV-detection) is set to 0.8 p.u. and the limits 

for fault clearance are the same as for fault detection both regarding OV and UV 

events. 

4.4.3 Farm Control Unit 

As for Vestas wind turbines, a power plant of Enercon turbines can be controlled for 

active and reactive power exchange with the grid. The controlling unit for Enercon 

turbines is called Farm Control Unit, FCU, and have different operating modes. 

Table 4.5 FCU modes and descriptions Enercon [Enercon Technical description] 

FCU Setting Description 

1, Voltage control Controls the voltage at the controlled bus to a 
reference value. The controller is a 
proportional controller with a parallel integral 
controller. 

2, Voltage-droop control Regulates the voltage at the controlled bus 
with a defined droop. 

3, Reactive power control Regulates the injected reactive power at the 
controlled bus to a reference value. 

4, Power factor control Regulates the power factor at the controlled 
bus by calculating a reactive power reference 
value depending on the active power injected 
to the bus 
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4.5 WT4G1/E1 

The WT4 is the generic model for type 4 WTGs provided in the model library for 

PSS/E. This model is used to represent FPC in some parts of the converter trip study. 

The parameter setting for the dynamic model was copied from the WT4 model on bus 

369822 in Gotland grid with Mbase increased to 18 MW. 

 

The WT4 have FRT ability and its voltage support could be varied in terms of a 

MVAR/Volt parameter. Furthermore the active current can be reduced by a parameter 

called GLVPL. LVPL stands for Low Voltage Power Logic and the parameter sets a p.u. 

value of active current at a certain voltage level. Setting GLVPL to 0.5 p.u. for 0.9 p.u. 

voltage (VLVPL2) means that the active current will be unchanged as long as the voltage 

does not drop below 0.9 p.u. When the voltage drops below 0.9 p.u., the active current 

will undergo a step change down to 0.5 p.u. Below 0.9 p.u. voltage, the active current 

is linearly decreased with the voltage down to a voltage level of 0.4 p.u. (VLVPL1). The 

active current then is 0.[16] 

 

Figure 4.3 GLVPL [16] 

The reactive power capability is assumed to be the same as for Enercon WTGs. And 

the model is set to have Q priority during FRT. 

4.6 Synchronous condensers, G13 and G14 

GENSAL, the generic model for a salient pole generator is used to model the 

synchronous generators in Ygne. There are different opinions regarding this models 

ability to represent the synchronous condensers during severe transient events. This 

will be further discussed in chapter 8.4. 

4.6.1 G14 and G13 Reactive power capability 

The reactive power capability of G14 is +77/-38 MVAR, for G13 it is +70/-38 

MVAR. However, during normal operation both compensators are limited to +30, -10 

MVAR each. This safety margin is determined to ensure that the synchronous 

condensers have capability to withstand a disturbance without tripping. It could be 
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possible to increase these margins to -30 for both condensers if reactive power could 

be handled somewhere else in Gotland grid, i.e by having the WTGs close to Ygne or 

Gotland HVDC Light contributing with reactive power ordered from the operations 

center. 

 

Trip of one of the synchronous condensers is what causes most of the blackouts on the 

island [2]. There are several protection relays installed on the synchronous condensers, 

none of them are implemented in the model [5]. 

5 Reactive power compensation and voltage 
profiles 

SvK would like to have the SvK VSC HVDC passive regarding reactive power 

contribution since the contribution is associated with losses in the converter. GEAB on 

the other hand would like to utilize the SvK VSC HVDC in the reactive power 

compensation since this could decrease power loss in the transmission lines as well as 

the operation of the tap changers of the 130/33 kV transformers. This is acquired by 

having the flow of reactive power opposite the flow of active power [17]. 

 

Different compensating strategies were examined for different cases constructed with 

respect to production from WTGs and the amount of cable in the production grid. The 

case variants are presented in table 5.1 

Table 5.1 Case variants and definitions 

Variant Definition 

OH 100 % Over head transmission lines on production grid 

Cable 40 % Cable transmission lines in production grid 

FL Full wind power production 

NL No wind power production 

 

The variants are combined into to investigated cases according to Table 5.2 

Table 5.2 Combinations of Case variants 

 FL NL 

OH OH, FL OH, NL 

Cable Cable, FL Cable, NL 

 

The compensation strategies examined are presented in table 5.2. They differ in the 

contribution in reactive power from the WTGs. 
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Table 5.3 Reactive power compensation strategies and descriptions 

Strategy Descriptions 

Qctrl All WTGs are given the same Q set point 

Vctrl All the WTGs are controlling the voltage at respectively 
controlled bus to 1.0 p.u. 

Zero Exchange SvK The Q contribution from the WTGs are set so that the reactive 
power exchange between the SvK VSC Converter and 
Stenkumla is lower than +/- 5 MVAR. All WTGs are given the 
same Q set point. 

DFIG out The DFIG model being used in this study cannot contribute 
with reactive power if it is not rotating mechanically. Therefore 
they need to be disconnected in case of no production. 

 

The Vestas model that is used to represent the DFIGs within this thesis does not have 

the ability to contribute with reactive power when the rotor is not rotating. According 

to literature there are some DFIG that have, or can be equipped to have this ability 

[26], but the size of the contribution is unknown. In the case of disconnected DFIGs, 

the FPCs alone have to compensate for the reactive power produced by the production 

grid. Strategies concerning both DFIGs with and without the ability to contribute with 

reactive power during no load are presented here as for evaluation and basis for future 

discussions of demands on wind turbine contractors.  

5.1 Results 

The bus with the lower bus number is the bus located closer to Stenkumla. See figure 

3.1. 

 

Each line represents the voltage profile obtained for a certain compensation strategy 

that is explained in the legend. Q cont means that the Q contribution from the WTGs 

is set to the value presented in the legend. Vctrl means that the WTGs are set to 

control the voltage at the bus presented in the legend to 1.0 p.u. Zero Exchange SvK 

means that the Q contribution from the WTGs are set to contribute with reactive 

power such that zero exchange of reactive power is achieved at Stenkumla for SvK 

VSC HVDC. A voltage variation between +/- 5 % is considered normal operation. 

 

In addition to the graphs there are tables that present the reactive power flows at 

certain locations of interest. Stenkumla-Ygne is of interest since it represents the 

exchange between the grids. SvK HVDC is the Q contribution of the converter. Due to 

filters and reactor, as was explained in chapterer 4.2, zero exchange between converter 

and Stenkumla gives a non zero value of contribution for the converter. For full load, a 

value around -37 MVAR at the converter means zero exchange at Stenkumla and for 

no load the value is approximately -90  MVAR.  
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Different levels of Q contribution and voltage controlled buses have been examined 

but only selected strategies are presented as exemplification. 

 

The WTGs are limited in Q contribution as follows; The Vestas DFIG can produce 3.6 

MVAR and consume 5.2 MVAR per 18 MW aggregate. The Enercon FPC can 

produce 10.8 and consume 10.44 MVAR per 18 MW aggregate.  

 

The results are presented with one plot per case where the different compensating 

strategies are represented by individual curves in the plot. Plots for case OH are 

available in appendix C. 

5.2 Cable, FL 
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Figure 5.1 Voltage profiles; Cable, FL 

Table 5.4 Reactive power flows; Cable, FL 

[MVAR] Stenkumla-Ygne SvK HVDC Synch-Comp WTG 

Q cont 0 MVAR 0,00 -46,26 -10,30 0,00 

Q cont -2 MVAR 0,00 14,76 -10,30 -2,00 

Vctrl 113 0,00 17,06 -10,30 -4,81 

Zero Exch 0,68 -38,62 -11,69 0,00 

 

Case Cable is in balance with respect to reactive power at full load. For zero 

contribution of the WTGs the voltages grow rather high close to the WTG terminal, 

but they are almost within limits. -2 MVAR consumption of the WTGs results in 

reactive power is produced by the SvK VSC HVDC and that the reactive power flow 

is opposite of the active power flow. 
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5.3 Cable, NL 
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Figure 5.2 Voltage profiles Cable, No load 

Table 5.5 Reactive power flows Cable, NL 

[MVAR] Stenkumla-Ygne SvK HVDC Synch-Comp WTG 

Q cont 0 MVAR 0,00 -229,14 -3,91 0,00 

Q cont -2 MVAR 0,00 -178,39 -3,91 -2,00 

Zero Exch 0,55 -92,85 -5,16 -4,19 

 

The production grid is highly capacitive for the case Cable at no load. In order to 

achieve zero exchange for the SvK VSC HVDC the WTGs needs to consume 4.19 

MVAR per aggregate. This is achievable depending on the reactive power 

consumption capability of DFIG during no load. Zero contribution from WTGs means 

that a lot of reactive power needs to be consumed by the SvK VSC HVDC. The 

voltage profiles are within levels for both cases. 
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5.4 Cable, NL, DFIG out of service 

DFIG out represents the case that is to be handled for the DFIG model utilized in this 

thesis. Since the Vestas model cannot produce reactive power when it is not producing 

active power it needs to be disconnected. 

Cable, NL, DFIGout
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Figure 5.3 Voltage profiles, Cable, NL, DFIGout, Zero Exchange  

Both the voltage levels for the Vestas and the Enercon legs are kept within limits, 

though with rather low voltage at the Enercon terminals. In order to achieve zero 

exchange for the SvK VSC HVDC converter the Enercon aggregates needs to 

consume 6 MVAR per aggregate. 

5.5 Reactive power flows, energizing production grid 

It has been shown in the studies presented above that zero reactive power exchange for 

the SvK VSC HVDC converter can be obtained; merely by having the WTGs 

contributing with reactive power within their capability limits.  

 

For future grid planning it is of interest to know the magnitude of the MVAR flow 

from the production grid during energization of it. During energization, the WTGs 

cannot contribute with reactive power initially, independent of whether the wind is 

blowing or not. Then all reactive power from the production grid needs to be handled 

in Ygne. 
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Figure 5.4 Voltage profile, WTG cont. = 0, SvK out of service  

The high voltage levels close to Stenkumla are high due to the reactive power that is 

flowing from the production grid to Ygne. In total, there is 120 MVAR flowing into 

Ygne from the production grid during energization of the entire production grid. 

 

Table 5.5 shows the reactive power at each bus through out one leg of the production 

grid. 

Table 5.6 Reactive power through out one leg in the production grid, Cable 

Bus number 1110 113 112 101 100 

Q [MVAR] 0.0 1.2 7.5 41.9 47.5 

The Q values are the reactive power flow into that branch from one ingoing branch. In 

total it is 47.5 MVAR flowing into Stenkumla from each leg. 

  

Case Cable implies the highest flow of reactive power, corresponding values for case 

OH is presented in table 5.6 

Table 5.7 Reactive power through out one leg in the production grid, OH 

Bus number 1110 113 112 101 100 

Q [MVAR] 0.0 1.2 7.4 9.1 15.5 

In total it is 15.5 MVAR flowing into Stenkumla from each leg. 

 

It is possible to energize one leg in the production grid at a time. As have been 

presented before it is possible to obtain zero exchange of reactive power in Stenkumla. 

The reactive power that is to be handled in Ygne can be decreased by having the 

WTGs in the energized leg compensating for the reactive power from that leg before 

the next leg is energized. 
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Figure 5.5, Voltage profile, WTG cont. = 0, SvK out of service, one leg in the production grid in 

service 

Energizing one leg at a time decreases the voltage levels in the production grid. They 

are still a bit high, but not so high that they could not be handled with proper 

dimensioning of protection systems. The reactive power that needs to be handled in 

Ygne from one leg is 42 MVAR. 

5.6 Conclusions Reactive power compensation and voltage profiles 

Zero exchange for the SvK VSC HVDC converter is possible to achieve for all the 

investigated cases. The case that is closest to the limit is OH, FL where the 

contribution demanded per WTG aggregate is close to the reactive power limit for 

Vestas turbines, see appendix C. This can be coped with if the Enercon FPCs make a 

bigger contribution which, on the other hand, certainly would violate the voltage limit 

and demand full range operation of the tap changer. 

 

Other compensating strategies, which enable opposite power flows, are possible for all 

the cases. This is the more beneficial way to operate the grid with respect to losses and 

use of the tap changer. However, to have the SvK VSC HVDC passive with respect to 

reactive power can be proven important when examining the event of a converter trip. 

 

During energization of the grid for case Cable, 120 MVAR needs to be handled in 

Ygne. This is more than what can be handled today without violating the safety 

margins. If only one leg is energized at a time, and the reactive power flow from that 

leg is compensated for by the WTGs installed in it, the reactive power that needs to be 

handled is around 40 MVAR. This amount could be handled in Ygne provided the 

compensating strategy presented in chapter 4.6.1 is used. 
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No extra reactive power compensation is needed provided that demands are set on 

wind power plant contractors to have their equipment contributing with reactive 

power, even during no load. 

 

The results from the two cases can be used when estimating the reactive power flows 

from the future production grid. They can also serve as incitement to propose for a 

certain amount of cable on 130 kV level. 

6 Short circuit study 

The short circuit study contains the determining of FRT and plant control modes for 

the WTGs and examination of voltage recovery, frequency deviation and reactive 

power flows during 3P faults. The short circuit study has only been performed on case 

Cable. That case is used since the production grid will probably consist of some 

amount of cable and the dynamic behaviour and interactions between components is 

not assumed to be significantly affected by the difference in transmission line 

impedance. 

 

Short circuits were applied at 5 different locations presented in table 6.1. 

Table 6.1 List of simulated faults 

Faulted bus Loss of production 

112 (HV-side 130/30 transformer) 90 MW 

101 (Production grid, close to Stenkumla) 162 MW 

9000 (Stenkumla) 468 MW, 0 MW transfer initially 

36911 (Pilhagen, Gotland grid) 0 MW 

37010 (Hellvik, Gotland grid) 10 MW 

 

The results from all short circuit faults are available in appendix D and selected plots 

are presented here. The important aspects of this study are voltage recovery, reactive 

power flows and frequency deviation. 

 

The faults differ in terms of location, fault durance, fault clearance and loss of 

production. 400 ms fault time corresponds to fault detection by the secondary system, 

thus being a worst case scenario. [18] 

 

Bus numbers beginning with 1 or 2 indicates location on a leg with Enercon FPCs, 3 

means Vestas leg. Bus number 1**1 is the terminal of a Enercon WTG, bus number 

3**1 is the terminal of a Vestas WTG. See figure 3.1 for location of buses. 

6.1 FRT, FCU and PPC settings 

The FRT, FCU and PPC settings were determined through comparison of the 

behaviour for the possible combinations during a 3P fault at bus 112. The 
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combinations were evaluated with respect to voltage overshoot after fault and 

oscillations in voltage and reactive power. The chosen settings are presented in table 

6.2 

Table 6.2 WTG settings 

WTG setting Number Description 

FRT 2 PQ-mode, Current control with Q priority 

FCU 3 Reative power control 

PPC 2 Power factor control 

 

The FRT settings for Enercon are of interest in the converter trip study and are 

presented in appendix E. 

6.2 3P fault, bus 112 

 Faulted bus: 112 

 Fault time: 400 ms 

 Fault clearance: tripping of lines leading into the faulted bus 

 Loss of production: 90 MW 
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Figure 6.1 Voltages during 3P fault at bus 112 

The voltages recover fast and without any alarming over shoot. They are also kept at 

rather high levels during the fault. 
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Figure 6.2 Frequency deviation during 3P fault at bus 112 

A 3P fault at bus 112 causes no major problems to the system, even though the fault is 

applied for 400 ms which is a quite long time. The rapidness of the SvK VSC HVDC 

converter when operated in Passive Net mode keeps the frequency deviation and 

voltage drop within acceptable levels. 

6.3 200 ms 3P fault at Pilhagen 

 Faulted bus: 36911 

 Fault time: 200 ms 

 Fault clearance: Temporary fault, no branches tripped 

 Loss of production: 0 MW  

 

Gotland_Vind_170MW_rev1 is validated against this fault why this location and 

duration was chosen. Thereby there is an opportunity to compare results and see 

whether connected grids might improve or exacerbate the stability in Gotland grid. 
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Figure 6.3 Voltages during 3P fault in Pilhagen 

The oscillating voltage is a result of the Enercon FPCs going in and out of FRT-mode. 

These oscillations can be decreased by having different UV-detection settings for 

groups of WTGs. Other than that, there are no sign of complication involved with 

having the two grids connected in case of a 3P fault in Gotland grid. 

 

 

Figure 6.4 Voltages during 3P fault in Pilhagen, 170 MW scenario [5] 

The voltage in Ygne is kept higher with the support from the production grid but the 

recovery is about the same for the two cases.  
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6.4 3P fault in Stenkumla 

 Faulted bus: 9000 

 Fault time: 400 ms 

 Fault clearance: tripping of all branches leading into the fault 

 Loss of production: 486 MW, also loss of the SvK VSC HVDC link 

 

A 3P fault is applied at Stenkumla. After 400 ms all the branches leading into the fault 

are tripped, causing separation of the grids. This means that the HVDC Classic must 

repossess frequency control. How this action should be implemented in reality is yet to 

be determined. As for this study, the assumption is that a signal activated by e.g. the 

trip signal of the converter, changes the control mode of HVDCAT. The time delay for 

that signal is assumed to be 100 ms. 

 

Simulations proved that the system could not survive this fault, and after about 4 

seconds after the fault had been applied, the system collapsed due to low frequency. 
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Figure 6.5 Frequency during 400 ms 3P fault in Stenkumla 

The reason for the collapse is that production units in Gotland grid are tripped during 

the fault. When the fault is cleared the balance between production and consumption 

in Gotland grid has changed such that power direction should be towards Gotland. The 

reversing of power direction is not implemented in the model why the frequency drops 

and the system collapses. The system would probably have severe difficulties in 

surviving this even with implemented reversing of power direction since power 

reversing takes around 2.5 to 3 seconds. 

 

When the fault time was decreased to 200 ms, the system managed to survive the 

event.  
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Figure 6.6 Frequency during 200 ms 3P fault in Stenkumla 

Less production is tripped due to the shorter fault time why the HVDC Classic is not 

forced to reverse its power direction and the system recovers. However, with a quite 

large frequency dip.  

6.5 3P fault in Hellvik 

 Faulted bus: 37010 

 Fault time: 200 ms 

 Fault clearance: tripping of branches leading into the faulted bus 

 Loss of production: 10 MW 

 

This fault is located far from Ygne in Gotland grid. The electrical distance between 

Ygne and the fault will ensure that the HVDC Classic link can execute its power order 

since the voltage in Ygne is kept high. The reason to apply a short circuit fault at this 

bus was to investigate the frequency control performance when the HVDC Classic 

link is controlling the power transfer between the grids. 
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Figure 6.7 Frequency during 200 ms 3P fault in Hellvik 

The frequency control seems to be working fine even though the two links could be 

counteracting each other. 
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Figure 6.8 Active power flow during 3P fault in Hellvik 

The speed differences of the HVDC link controllers ensure that the loss of production 

is compensated for by the SvK VSC HVDC link. The slower response of the HVDC 

Classic link then slowly returns the power flow between the grids back to zero. 
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6.6 Conclusions Short circuit study 

Faults applied at Gotland grid seems to be handled well by the connected systems. The 

fast response from the SvK VSC HVDC restores frequency and provides significant 

voltage support to Gotland grid in events of short circuit or loss of production. On 

account of the differences in control speed there is no problem involved with having 

the SvK VSC HVDC controlling the frequency while the HVDC Classic is controlling 

the power transfer between the grids. 

 

Faults applied in the production grid show no problems associated with voltage 

overshoot, high reactive power flows or large frequency deviation. Oscillations in 

voltage and reactive power appeared during faults located in Gotland grid, by they 

should be able to be decreased by changing the levels for UV-detection and clearance. 

 

The outcome of a 3P fault at Stenkumla proved to be very dependent on the duration 

of the fault before clearance. 400 ms seconds is probably a very conservative time 

period, and the probability that none of the breakers should open within the time 

period is very small. However, this is something to consider when designing the 

layout and protection systems of Stenkumla substation. The fact that the system 

collapses during this fault is an example of a very important aspect when choosing 

operation strategy for the HVDC classic link, this will be further discussed in chapter 

9.2. 

7 Trip of one HVDC Classic pole 

The trip of one HVDC Classic pole is performed as follows.  

 
 The converter is tripped by changing the control mode to “Blocked” in load 

flow spread sheet view during the dynamic simulations. 

 The gain of the pole that is not tripped doubled since it now is the only pole in 
service. 
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Figure 7.1 Frequency during trip of one HVDC Classic pole  
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The frequency deviation is very small. The oscillations in frequency that can be seen 

initially indicate that the system is not stable during initiation of the simulation. This 

problem occurred randomly from time to time and was found to be due to some of the 

wind turbine models in the system. This had no affect on the simulations since the 

system adjusts against the unbalance and finds a steady state after a few seconds. 

 

The trip of one pole of the HVDC Classic link turned out to be no problem for the 

system to handle. The impact on the system depends on the loading of the pole before 

it trips. As with the short circuit study, the SvK VSC HVDC converter quickly 

restores the frequency. 

8 Trip of the SvK VSC HVDC converter 

The trip of the SvK VSC HDVC converter is performed as follows 

 
 The converter is tripped by disconnecting the filter bus. This is the appropriate 

way according to ABB users manual 

 After 100 ms a number of branches are tripped and HVDCAT is set to 
frequency control by changing the “flag” in the controller. The “flag” is a 
parameter that determines the control mode 

 

The 100 ms delay time before any branch can be tripped is considered a conservative 

estimation of the time it could take from the moment a signal is sent from the tripping 

converter to the moment when the breakers open. The same time delay is assumed for 

repossessing of frequency control by the HVDC Classic link. 

 

The largest concern during a trip of the SvK VSC HVDC converter turned out to be 

surviving the first 100 ms after converter trip without loosing angular stability. In this 

chapter, the conclusions made during the study will be presented and exemplified. 

First, aspects concerning the first 100 ms is discussed and then the recovery of the 

system. 

 

This study has only been performed on case Cable since the production grid will 

probably consist of some amount of cable and the dynamic behaviour and interactions 

between components is not assumed to be significantly affected by the difference in 

transmission line impedance. 

 

The figures showing voltage angles contains the voltage angles along on leg in the 

production grid. 2111 is the terminal bus of one WTG aggregate, and lower bus 

number indicates location closer to Stenkumla except for 9000 Stenkumla, 36910 

Ygne and 36945 terminal of G14. Se figure 3.1 for bus locations. 
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8.1 Description of the case and of the problems discovered 

The converter trip studies concern operating conditions defined by full production of 

all wind power units on Gotland. The load is 125 MW and both the SvK VSC HVDC 

link and the HVDC Classic link have power direction towards the mainland. When the 

converter trips the excess power will be forced into Gotland grid. The case with full 

production is analyzed since it causes the largest stress to the system in terms of 

excess power. Min load could imply another impact to the system but have not been 

investigated due to lack of time. 

 

The greatest problem involved with converter trip of the SvK VSC HVDC link turned 

out to be surviving the 100 ms before the breakers are opened without loosing angular 

stability. That is assumed to be before any power reduction actions in terms of 

opening of breakers or tripping of WTGs could take place. 

 

Loss of angular stability in the grid involves rapid changes of power flow and voltage 

and leads to stress to the equipment. The simulations showed that it was the Enercon 

FPC that lost synchronism as the voltage was dropping in the system. The behaviour 

of the Enercon model and the reason for the voltage drop will be further explained in 

the Reactive power consumption and WTG behaviour chapters. 
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Angles along Enercon leg

73 - ANGL   2111 [18 MW ENER_20.4000] : FRT2_FCU3_PPC2SC_PN_chan_HVDCAT300.snp_3_306gfedcb
77 - ANGL   2110 [NORTH1      33.000] : FRT2_FCU3_PPC2SC_PN_chan_HVDCAT300.snp_3_306gfedcb
79 - ANGL    213 [NORTH1      33.000] : FRT2_FCU3_PPC2SC_PN_chan_HVDCAT300.snp_3_306gfedcb
81 - ANGL    212 [NORTH1      132.00] : FRT2_FCU3_PPC2SC_PN_chan_HVDCAT300.snp_3_306gfedcb
83 - ANGL    201 [NORTH       132.00] : FRT2_FCU3_PPC2SC_PN_chan_HVDCAT300.snp_3_306gfedcb
67 - ANGL   9000 [STENKUMLA   132.00] : FRT2_FCU3_PPC2SC_PN_chan_HVDCAT300.snp_3_306gfedcb
65 - ANGL  36945 [NG.14       15.200] : FRT2_FCU3_PPC2SC_PN_chan_HVDCAT300.snp_3_306gfedcb
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Figure 8.1 Angles along Enercon leg during trip of the SvK VSC HVDC converter 

The curves represent the voltage angle along one leg in the production grid and in 

Stenkumla (9000) and terminal of G14 (36945). Figure 8.1 shows the loss of angular 

stability taking place in the transformer of the FPC. Stability is regained afterwards 

which is evidenced by the parallel progress of the curves, though 360 degrees apart. 

As can be seen, the loss of angular stability takes place between bus 2111 and bus 

2110 being the FPC transformer. 

 

The studies performed to explain the behaviour of the system during trip of the SvK 

VSC HVDC converter involves 4 different setups of WTG models in the production 

grid. These different set ups are here defined as cases. 

 

Table 8.1 Cases 

Case FPC model DFIG model 

Enercon Enercon Vestas 

WT4 WT4 Vestas 

All WT4 WT4 None 

All Vestas None Vestas 
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All WT4 means that the DFIGs in the production grid are exchanged for FPCs 

represented by the WT4 model. All Vestas means that the FPCs in the production grid 

are exchanged for DFIGs represented by the Vestas model. 

8.2 WTG behaviour 

It was shown throughout the studies that the different WTG models behaved different 

during the converter trip. By analysing their behaviour, conclusions can be drawn on 

preferable behaviour during the event of a HVDC converter trip. 

8.2.1 Enercon FPC 

Power and voltage Enercon
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72 - VOLT   2111 [18 MW ENER_20.4000] : FRT2_FCU3_PPC2SC_PN_chan_HVDCAT300.snp_3_306gfedcb
63 - VARS   2111 TO   2110 CKT '1 ' : FRT2_FCU3_PPC2SC_PN_chan_HVDCAT300.snp_3_306gfedcb
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Figure 8.2, Power and voltage Enercon 
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Currents Enercon aggregate
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Figure 8.3, Currents Enercon 

Id is the active part of the phase current and Iq is the reactive part. 

 

It was concluded that the loss of angular stability is due to the action of the FPCs [19]. 

As can be seen in figure 8.3, the FPC is operating against constant active and reactive 

current. Being an FPC, it controls its current output by the amplitude and phase of the 

voltage. When the voltage is dropping in the system due to reactive power 

consumption, Enercon is reducing its terminal amplitude in order to avoid increasing 

its reactive current output. At the same time, it is operating against constant active 

current output. As the voltage amplitude is decreasing, it needs to increase its voltage 

angle in order to execute its active current order. This evidently leads to the loss of 

synchronism. 

 

The Enercon FPC has FRT capability and the behaviour can be selected by the user as 

was explained in chapter 4.4.2. The time for FRT entrance is visualised by the slight 

reduction of active current around 50 ms after converter trip. The limit for low voltage 

detection was increased to 0.95 p.u. in order to have the FRT mode entrance taking 

place earlier. But the voltage drop proved to be too fast to be detected before the loss 

of angular stability even with increased UV-detection limit.  

 

Efforts were also made to have the Enercon FPC contribute with reactive power by 

changing its FCU setting to voltage control. That measure did not affect the behaviour 

of the FPC. A question was sent to Enercon in order to have their help in explaining 

the behaviour of the model. They also found the behaviour strange, but they claimed 
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they needed to do simulations on their own to be able to explain the behaviour. As 

possible explanation for the strange behaviour they pointed out that the model utilized  

was a freely available model that is tuned towards a base case, connected to a strong 

grid. Furthermore they said that the PSS/E simulation tool, using RMS values and 

angles might imply inaccurate results when simulating transient events. Another 

possibility, they agreed, could be that the model is representing reality to some extent 

and this could in fact be a problem in a real implementation. 

8.2.2 Vestas DFIG 

The doubly fed induction generator is partly directly connected to the grid. This means 

different behaviour compared to FPCs where the interaction with the grid is depending 

mostly on the actions of the converter. 
Power and voltage, Vestas aggregate
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Figure 8.4 Power and voltage Vestas 

Contrary to Enercon, Vestas DFIG is contributing with reactive power. The voltage on 

its terminals is therefore higher and there is no problem with angular stability on 

Vestas leg. It should be noted that Vestas DFIG is decreasing its power output to zero 

after the loss of angular stability in the Enercon leg. 

 

The active power flow from Vestas DFIG is actually reversed during the first 5 ms 

after converter trip. This was found strange and a question was sent to Vestas experts 

to have their help in explaining the behaviour. Their only advice this far was to 

exchange the PSS/E model for a later version. This was done but without any change 

in behaviour. An explanation could be that the DFIG is accelerated by the increased 
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frequency of the grid, and that the acceleration is so fast that the turbine is actually 

rotated by the grid. 

8.2.3 WT4 FPC 

Enercon was substituted for the generic FPC model in the PSS/E library in order to 

examine the behaviour of another FPC model. 

Power and voltage WT4 aggregate
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Figure 8.5 Power and voltage, WT4 aggregate 

The WT4 model, survived the 100 ms without loss of angular stability even though the 

fast change in power and voltage indicates that all is not well. Contrary to the Enercon 

model, WT4 contributes with reactive power and this is probably the reason why the 

loss of angular stability is prevented or at least delayed. 
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Currents WT4 aggregate
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Figure 8.6 Currents WT4 

The WT4 model is also operating to contribute with high active current, but it differ 

from the Enercon model in its reactive current contribution. 

Angles along WT4 leg

73 - ANGL   2111 [18 MW ENER_20.4000] : PPC2SC_PN_chan_WT4.snp_3_343gfedcb
77 - ANGL   2110 [NORTH1      33.000] : PPC2SC_PN_chan_WT4.snp_3_343gfedcb
79 - ANGL    213 [NORTH1      33.000] : PPC2SC_PN_chan_WT4.snp_3_343gfedcb
81 - ANGL    212 [NORTH1      132.00] : PPC2SC_PN_chan_WT4.snp_3_343gfedcb
83 - ANGL    201 [NORTH       132.00] : PPC2SC_PN_chan_WT4.snp_3_343gfedcb
67 - ANGL   9000 [STENKUMLA   132.00] : PPC2SC_PN_chan_WT4.snp_3_343gfedcb
85 - ANGL  36910 [YGNE.70     75.000] : PPC2SC_PN_chan_WT4.snp_3_343gfedcb
65 - ANGL  36945 [NG.14       15.200] : PPC2SC_PN_chan_WT4.snp_3_343gfedcb
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Figure 8.7 Angles along WT4 leg 
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8.3 Reactive power consumption 

The voltage drop in the system is due to reactive power consumption in transformers. 

The 75 MVA transformers between the grids as well as T13 and T14 are assumed to 

account for the largest reactive power consumption since most of the excess power is 

flowing through them. Neither of them are rated for the around 200 MW that will flow 

through each of them when the converter trips, therefore their leakage reactances is 

rather high. The reactive power consumption in a transformer is proportional to the 

square of the current flowing through it. 

 

The reactive power situation is further worsened when the voltage drops low since the 

reactive power contribution from transmission lines and capacitor banks are 

proportional to the square of the voltage. 

 

By changing the GLVPL parameter in the WT4 model, the active current during low 

voltage situations can be reduced. The plots below show the currents through one 75 

MVA transformer and the voltage in Ygne for the WT4 case with GLVPL set to 0.5 p.u. 

and unchanged active current output.  

Currents between grids

Id, WT4 Glvpl = 0.5gfedcb Iq, WT4 Glvpl = 0.5gfedcb Id, WT4gfedcb Iq, WT4gfedcb
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Figure 8.8 Currents between grids 

The effect of reduced GLVPL can be seen around 25 ms after trip where the red curve 

deviates from the black. The reduced active current will mean a major decrease in 

reactive power consumption in the 75 MVA transformers and the affect on the voltage 

in Ygne is evidenced in figure 8.8. 
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Voltage Ygne

V Ygne, WT4gfedcb V Ygne WT4, Glvpl = 0.5gfedcb
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Figure 8.9 Voltage Ygne, Comparison between reduced active current and unchanged 

The difference in voltage is remarkable. The comparison of these two simulations is a 

good illustration of both the impact the reactive consumption in the 75 MVA 

transformers have on the system voltage and the weakness of Gotland grid.  

8.4 Impact on synchronous condensers 

Most of the excess active power will be absorbed by the synchronous condensers as 

they are accelerated by the increased frequency in the grid. The large acceleration and 

power consumption will cause them a lot of stress. 
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Power G14
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Figure 8.10 Power G14, comparison between reduced active current and unchanged 

The machines are rated to around 70 MVA why the stator current is about 2.5 p.u. 

depending on the voltage in Ygne. It should be noted that the reduced active current 

output is not affecting the active power consumption of the synchronous condensers. 

This result has been seen for other active power reducing measures. The reason for the 

unchanged loading of the synchronous condensers is assumed to be due to the higher 

voltage in the system allowing other producing units to deliver more power. 

 

Some of these results were shown to Göran Lindahl, STRI in order to have an expert’s 

opinion on the stress of the synchronous condensers. His opinion was that there are 

uncertainties involved with the PSS/E model GENSAL and the fact that PSS/E utilizes 

RMS values instead of instantaneous values. But even with care taken to these 

uncertainties he was of the opinion that neither the speed monitor nor the over current 

protection would cause the condenser to trip under the conditions during the first 100 

ms after converter trip. He thought the greatest stress to the machine to be on pole 

shoes and possible damper bars. The short time should mean that these events are not 

life shortening to any greater extent. [21] 

8.5 Measures and strategies to avoid loss of angular stability 

It was found that the loss of angular stability due to low voltage depended on the 

behaviour of the WTGs. The low voltage was proven to depend very much on the 

reactive power consumption in the 75 MVA transformers. With these conclusions in 

mind the following measures and operating strategies were investigated as possible 

ways to avoid the loss of angular stability. 
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 Decreased leakage reactance  of 75 MVA transformer 

To find if it could be of interest to invest in larger transformers between the grids 

 Decreased production level 

To find if there exist a production level above which the grids should not be 

connected without other measures 

 Decreased active current of FPCs  

Have already been proven to have a significant impact on the system voltage for 

the WT4 case 

 Transferring of more power on the HVDC Classic link  

Examines the effect of initial power transfer between grids 

 G13 out of service  

Examines the effect of reduced SCC on system performance 

8.5.1 Decreased leakage reactance of 75 MVA transformer 

Different leakage reactances were investigated and it was found that a decrease of 

reactance from 10 to 8 % was sufficient to survive the 100 ms without loosing angular 

stability. 

Angles along Enercon leg, 8 % reactance

73 - ANGL   2111 [18 MW ENER_20.4000] : FRT2_FCU3_PPC2SC_PN_chan_HVDCAT300.snp_3_353gfedcb
77 - ANGL   2110 [NORTH1      33.000] : FRT2_FCU3_PPC2SC_PN_chan_HVDCAT300.snp_3_353gfedcb
79 - ANGL    213 [NORTH1      33.000] : FRT2_FCU3_PPC2SC_PN_chan_HVDCAT300.snp_3_353gfedcb
81 - ANGL    212 [NORTH1      132.00] : FRT2_FCU3_PPC2SC_PN_chan_HVDCAT300.snp_3_353gfedcb
83 - ANGL    201 [NORTH       132.00] : FRT2_FCU3_PPC2SC_PN_chan_HVDCAT300.snp_3_353gfedcb
67 - ANGL   9000 [STENKUMLA   132.00] : FRT2_FCU3_PPC2SC_PN_chan_HVDCAT300.snp_3_353gfedcb
85 - ANGL  36910 [YGNE.70     75.000] : FRT2_FCU3_PPC2SC_PN_chan_HVDCAT300.snp_3_353gfedcb
65 - ANGL  36945 [NG.14       15.200] : FRT2_FCU3_PPC2SC_PN_chan_HVDCAT300.snp_3_353gfedcb
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Figure 8.11 Angles along Enercon leg with 8 % leakage reactance  

It should be noted that the angles are about to deviate but the loss of synchronism is 

avoided by the WTGs entering FRT mode. However, the reason for the loss of 
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synchronism in Enercon case is due to the fact that the WTGs do not have time to 

detect UV and thereby reduce there active current output. A larger transformer could 

provide the necessary time window for the WTGs to detect the low voltage situation. 

8.5.2 Decreased production level 

By decreasing the production level, the excess power is decreased as well as the 

reactive consumption of the transformers. Different production levels were examined 

and it was found that the Enercon case survived the 100 ms after converter trip 

without loss of angular stability at a production level of 90 %. 

Angles along Enercon leg, 90 % production

73 - ANGL   2111 [18 MW ENER_20.4000] : FRT2_FCU3_PPC2SC_PN_chan_HVDCAT300.snp_3_318gfedcb
77 - ANGL   2110 [NORTH1      33.000] : FRT2_FCU3_PPC2SC_PN_chan_HVDCAT300.snp_3_318gfedcb
79 - ANGL    213 [NORTH1      33.000] : FRT2_FCU3_PPC2SC_PN_chan_HVDCAT300.snp_3_318gfedcb
81 - ANGL    212 [NORTH1      132.00] : FRT2_FCU3_PPC2SC_PN_chan_HVDCAT300.snp_3_318gfedcb
67 - ANGL   9000 [STENKUMLA   132.00] : FRT2_FCU3_PPC2SC_PN_chan_HVDCAT300.snp_3_318gfedcb
85 - ANGL  36910 [YGNE.70     75.000] : FRT2_FCU3_PPC2SC_PN_chan_HVDCAT300.snp_3_318gfedcb
65 - ANGL  36945 [NG.14       15.200] : FRT2_FCU3_PPC2SC_PN_chan_HVDCAT300.snp_3_318gfedcb
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Figure 8.12, Angles along Enercon leg, 90 % production level 

The combined effects of reduced excess active power and reactive power consumption 

ensured angular stability throughout the 100 ms. 

8.5.3 Reduced active current of WT4 

The WT4 model allows user adjusting of its FRT mode behaviour. The impact of 

reduction of active current on the voltage has already been shown and as can be 

expected, that case also survives the 100 ms without loss of angular stability. 
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Anlges along WT4 leg, active current reduction

73 - ANGL   2111 [18 MW ENER_20.4000] : PPC2SC_PN_chan_WT4_LVPLgain05.snp_3_376gfedcb
77 - ANGL   2110 [NORTH1      33.000] : PPC2SC_PN_chan_WT4_LVPLgain05.snp_3_376gfedcb
79 - ANGL    213 [NORTH1      33.000] : PPC2SC_PN_chan_WT4_LVPLgain05.snp_3_376gfedcb
81 - ANGL    212 [NORTH1      132.00] : PPC2SC_PN_chan_WT4_LVPLgain05.snp_3_376gfedcb
83 - ANGL    201 [NORTH       132.00] : PPC2SC_PN_chan_WT4_LVPLgain05.snp_3_376gfedcb
67 - ANGL   9000 [STENKUMLA   132.00] : PPC2SC_PN_chan_WT4_LVPLgain05.snp_3_376gfedcb
85 - ANGL  36910 [YGNE.70     75.000] : PPC2SC_PN_chan_WT4_LVPLgain05.snp_3_376gfedcb
65 - ANGL  36945 [NG.14       15.200] : PPC2SC_PN_chan_WT4_LVPLgain05.snp_3_376gfedcb
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Figure 8.13, Along WT4 leg, active current reduction 

The time for FRT-mode entering is clearly visible in the plot as the angles go together. 

 

Efforts were made to decrease GLVPL further but this measure caused numerical 

oscillations in the simulation. The reason for this behaviour is unknown but could be 

due to the low SCC in the system. 

8.5.4 Transferring of 162 MW on the HVDC Classic link 

For the operating conditions that are considered, there is capacity available on the 

HVDC Classic link to transfer the produced power from one leg in the production grid 

to the mainland. By doing so, the excess power can be reduced provided that the 

HVDC Classic link can execute its power order. Furthermore, the 75 MVA 

transformers will already be consuming reactive power, why the increase when the 

converter trips will be smaller. When transferring the production from one leg on the 

HVDC Classic link, only two legs in the production grid should be tripped. 

 

Loading the HVDC Classic link to around 100 MW/pole, as for this case, implies high 

consumption of reactive power. In order not to violate the stability margins of the 

synchronous condensers, the reactive power has to be provided in some way. Two 

different strategies were examined. Description of the strategies and the reactive 

power flows associated with each strategy are presented below. 
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Capacitor bank 

Adding a capacitor bank of 60 MVAR in Ygne 

 4,8 MVAR contribution per synchronous condenser 

 8,0 MVAR between grids 

 -64 MVAR contribution from SvK VSC HVDC 

-64 MVAR contribution from SvK VSC HVDC for this case means zero exchange of 

reactive power with Stenkumla. 

 

Q from production grid 

Providing reactive power in Ygne by utilizing the equipment in the production grid 

 15,7 MVAR per synchronous condenser 

 47 MVAR between grids 

 11 MVAR contribution from SvK VSC HVDC 

Contribution of 11 MVAR from the SvK VSC HVDC to the filter bus means that 75 

MVAR is flowing into Stenkumla. Having the SvK VSC HVDC contributing with 

reactive power could imply problems since it will affect the reactive power balance 

when it trips. 

 

The fear that having the SvK VSC HVDC contributing with reactive power could 

worsen the situation in case of converter trip turned out to be groundless. Both 

strategies exhibited better performance during the 100 ms than the WT4 case with no 

initial transfer between the grids. 

Angles along WT4 leg, 162 MW between grids, Q from production grid

72 - ANGL   2111 [18 MW ENER_20.4000] : PPC2WT4_Vestas76_chan.snp_2_388gfedcb
76 - ANGL   2110 [NORTH1      33.000] : PPC2WT4_Vestas76_chan.snp_2_388gfedcb
78 - ANGL    213 [NORTH1      33.000] : PPC2WT4_Vestas76_chan.snp_2_388gfedcb
80 - ANGL    212 [NORTH1      132.00] : PPC2WT4_Vestas76_chan.snp_2_388gfedcb
82 - ANGL    201 [NORTH       132.00] : PPC2WT4_Vestas76_chan.snp_2_388gfedcb
66 - ANGL   9000 [STENKUMLA   132.00] : PPC2WT4_Vestas76_chan.snp_2_388gfedcb
84 - ANGL  36910 [YGNE.70     75.000] : PPC2WT4_Vestas76_chan.snp_2_388gfedcb
64 - ANGL  36945 [NG.14       15.200] : PPC2WT4_Vestas76_chan.snp_2_388gfedcb
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Figure 8.14 Angles along WT4 leg, 162 MW between grids, Q from production grid 
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The reason for the improved behaviour is assumed to be to due to a combination of 

reduced excess power and reduced reactive power consumption. The reactive power 

consumption compared to the WT4 case with no initial transfer between grids is 

reduced most for T13 and T14. 

Q consumtion T14

Q consumption, WT4 0 MW betw een gridsgfedcb
Q T14, WT4 162 MW betw een grids, Q from prod. gridgfedcb
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Figure 8.15 Q consumption T14 
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Figure 8.16 Active power on HVDC Classic 
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The HVDC classic link can execute most of its power order when power is initially 

transferred between the grids. Thereby, the excess of active power is decreased. The 

reason why the HVDC Classic link can execute some of its power order when power 

is transferred between the grids initially is assumed to be due to a combination of 

higher voltage in Ygne as well as higher initial power order. 

8.5.5 G13 out of service 

This is not really an operating strategy but the case where one synchronous condenser 

is out of service is a situation that can be expected on occasion. Therefore it is of 

interest to see how reduced SCC, power consumption capacity and inertia are 

affecting the outcome of a converter trip.  

 

For the Enercon case, the reduced SCC caused faster voltage drops in the system. This 

leads to earlier and multiple loss of angular stability. 

 

For the WT4 case, the reduced SCC had another impact. When the FPCs are 

contributing with reactive power they manage to maintain angular stability even with 

one synchronous condenser being set to out of service. Instead, G14 loses 

synchronism due to the low voltage following the converter trip. 

Angels along WT4 leg, G13 out

73 - ANGL   2111 [18 MW ENER_20.4000] : PPC2SC_PN_chan_WT4.snp_3_319gfedcb
77 - ANGL   2110 [NORTH1      33.000] : PPC2SC_PN_chan_WT4.snp_3_319gfedcb
79 - ANGL    213 [NORTH1      33.000] : PPC2SC_PN_chan_WT4.snp_3_319gfedcb
81 - ANGL    212 [NORTH1      132.00] : PPC2SC_PN_chan_WT4.snp_3_319gfedcb
83 - ANGL    201 [NORTH       132.00] : PPC2SC_PN_chan_WT4.snp_3_319gfedcb
67 - ANGL   9000 [STENKUMLA   132.00] : PPC2SC_PN_chan_WT4.snp_3_319gfedcb
85 - ANGL  36910 [YGNE.70     75.000] : PPC2SC_PN_chan_WT4.snp_3_319gfedcb
65 - ANGL  36945 [NG.14       15.200] : PPC2SC_PN_chan_WT4.snp_3_319gfedcb
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Figure 8.17 Angles along WT4 leg with G13 set to out of service 

Examinations were performed to find a production level with G13 out of service at 

which the impact on the system equated the impact for the case with 100 % 

production. This level was found to be around 70 %. 
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Angles along WT4 leg, G13 out, 70 % production

73 - ANGL   2111 [18 MW ENER_20.4000] : PPC2SC_PN_chan_WT4.snp_3_357gfedcb
77 - ANGL   2110 [NORTH1      33.000] : PPC2SC_PN_chan_WT4.snp_3_357gfedcb
79 - ANGL    213 [NORTH1      33.000] : PPC2SC_PN_chan_WT4.snp_3_357gfedcb
81 - ANGL    212 [NORTH1      132.00] : PPC2SC_PN_chan_WT4.snp_3_357gfedcb
83 - ANGL    201 [NORTH       132.00] : PPC2SC_PN_chan_WT4.snp_3_357gfedcb
67 - ANGL   9000 [STENKUMLA   132.00] : PPC2SC_PN_chan_WT4.snp_3_357gfedcb
85 - ANGL  36910 [YGNE.70     75.000] : PPC2SC_PN_chan_WT4.snp_3_357gfedcb
65 - ANGL  36945 [NG.14       15.200] : PPC2SC_PN_chan_WT4.snp_3_357gfedcb
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Figure 8.18 Angles along WT4 leg, G13 set to out of service and 70 % production 

This case is actually exhibiting better performance than the case with 100 % 

production since no drop in voltage angle can be seen. Compare with figure 8.7. 

 

It was also found that angular stability was possible to maintain, with G13 out of 

service, if the active current output from the FPCs was reduced. 
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Angles along WT4 leg, G13 out, active current reduction

73 - ANGL   2111 [18 MW ENER_20.4000] : PPC2SC_PN_chan_WT4_LVPLgain05.snp_3_383gfedcb
77 - ANGL   2110 [NORTH1      33.000] : PPC2SC_PN_chan_WT4_LVPLgain05.snp_3_383gfedcb
79 - ANGL    213 [NORTH1      33.000] : PPC2SC_PN_chan_WT4_LVPLgain05.snp_3_383gfedcb
81 - ANGL    212 [NORTH1      132.00] : PPC2SC_PN_chan_WT4_LVPLgain05.snp_3_383gfedcb
83 - ANGL    201 [NORTH       132.00] : PPC2SC_PN_chan_WT4_LVPLgain05.snp_3_383gfedcb
67 - ANGL   9000 [STENKUMLA   132.00] : PPC2SC_PN_chan_WT4_LVPLgain05.snp_3_383gfedcb
85 - ANGL  36910 [YGNE.70     75.000] : PPC2SC_PN_chan_WT4_LVPLgain05.snp_3_383gfedcb
65 - ANGL  36945 [NG.14       15.200] : PPC2SC_PN_chan_WT4_LVPLgain05.snp_3_383gfedcb
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Figure 8.19 Angles along WT4 leg, G13 out, active current reduction of WT4, 100 % production 

8.6 Recovery of the system 

The greatest focus of this thesis came to be surviving the first 100 ms after converter 

trip without loosing angular stability. Another aspect of great importance regarding 

secure operation of Gotland grid is the frequency increase and recovery. In this 

chapter the impact of the different measures and strategies, presented in the previous 

chapters, to frequency increase and frequency recovery is discussed. 

8.6.1 Repossessing of frequency control 

The parameters in HVDCAT have been chosen in order to represent the real controller 

having one integrating and one proportional part. As can be seen in figure 8.20 the 

response from the HVDC Classic link is delayed to 250 ms after converter trip. This is 

due to the fact that HVDCAT is lowering its output responding to the power flow 

between the grids when the converter trips. The states in the controller are changed 

accordingly and when frequency control is repossessed after 100 ms, the response is 

delayed by the integrating part remembering the values from when it was in power 

flow control. This means that the frequency recovery probably is faster than what can 

be seen in the plots presented. Possible ways to reset the states in the controller when 

frequency control is repossessed have been discussed. The conclusion was that the 

measure would need thorough investigation of the HVDCAT parameters [20]. There 
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was not enough time to do so within this thesis, but should be investigated further in 

future studies. 

 

A faster response of the HVDC Classic link could mean that it is not necessary to trip 

all the production in the production grid. 
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Figure 8.20, Active power HVDC Classic and output from HVDCAT controller 

8.6.2 Frequency recovery 

Since the frequency in PSS/E is a pseudo calculation, the synchronous speed of G14 is 

used to represent the system frequency. 
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SPD G14

SPD G14, WT4gfedcb SPD G14, G13 out 70 % productiongfedcb
SPD G14, WT4 reduced active currentgfedcb
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Figure 8.21, Frequency recovery, WT4 case 

As can be seen in figure 8.21, the frequency increase and recovery is not affected as 

much by the reduced active current from the FPCs as could have been expected. This 

is assumed be due to the higher voltage levels in the system allowing other units to 

produce more power. The frequency does not reach above 52 Hz, neither for the case 

with reduced active current or base case with WT4. The 52 Hz limit is breached when 

G13 is set to out of service even though the production level is decreased to 70 %. 

Neither of these frequency levels means tripping of any wind power in Gotland grid, 

see chapter 3.1.1. 

 

In figure 8.22 the frequency of the WT4 case with 162 MW initial power transfer 

between grids is compared to the all WT4 case with GLVPL = 0.5 p.u. and the all Vestas 

case. 
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SPD G14
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  Figure 8.22, SPD G14 

These three cases are among the best with respect to frequency rcovery. Both the all 

WT4 case with reduced active current output and the all Vestas case imply a reduction 

of active current and power which is giving the lower frequency peak. The strategy of 

having the HVDC Classic link transferring the production from one leg in the grid 

initially enables the possibility of one leg remaining in production in case of converter 

trip, without having dangerously high frequency increase. 

 

The Enercon FPC has an FRT mode that decrease the active and reactive power output 

to zero. When the reactance of the 75 MVA transformers were reduced to 8 %, the 

Enercon FPC had enough time to detect the low voltage situation and enter FRT 

mode. 
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SPD G14

SPD G14, Enercon FRT1gfedcb
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Figure 8.23, SPD G14 

The frequency barley reaches above 51 Hz with decreased leakage reactance and the 

Enercon FPCs FRT set to ZPM. The frequency increase could have been even smaller 

if the Vestas DFIG could have been forced to lower their active power output.  

 

ZPM FRT-mode do not have any major impact on system stability during short 

circuits due to the fast response of the SvK VSC HVDC link, see appendix E. 

8.7 Conclusions SvK VSC HVDC converter trip 

The trip of SvK VSC HVDC converter cause severe stress to the system. The 

problems are due to both excess of active power and lack of reactive power. As have 

been shown, the lack of reactive power and excess of active power is connected. The 

main aspects of surviving a converter trip are listed below. 

 

Reactive power consumption 

When the excess active power is forced through the, for that power flow, undersized 

75 MVA transformers, a lot of reactive power will be consumed. That is also the case 

for T13 and T14 since the synchronous condensers will absorb most of the excess 

power. The lower voltage that follows will, in turn, further worsen the reactive power 

balance since the reactive power contribution from the capacitor banks and 

transmission lines is proportional to the square of the voltage. The reactive power 

consumption of the transformers is proportional to the square of the current why 

reduction of the active current is of importance. The reduction of leakage reactance for 

the 75 MVA transformers proved that even a moderate reduction could be enough to 
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survive the 100 ms, since it reduced the rate of the voltage drop enough to enable 

FRT-mode entering.  

 

WTG behaviour 

Three different WTG models have been examined during the converter trips. Even 

though their behaviour some times seemed rather suspicious, and it is hard to tell 

whether the results are reflecting the behaviour of defective models or real behaviour, 

conclusions can be drawn of how a preferable WTG behaviour would be. 

 

The Enercon case showed the necessity of having the FPCs contributing with reactive 

power fast in order to avoid loss of angular stability. The fact that angular stability was 

maintained when the leakage reactance was decreased to 8 % shows that FRT mode 

entering prevented the loss of angular stability and proves the need of quick UV-

detection. 

 

The WT4 models contributed with reactive power which enabled them to maintain 

angular stability, at least for a longer time. The WT4 case where G13 was set to out of 

service showed that reactive power can be an issue even in Ygne. 

 

Reduction of reactive current is important for the voltage situation in the grid. The 

impact on the frequency increase is not as significant since the higher voltage allow 

greater contribution from other units. 

 

To only have DFIG in the grid indicated no problem with angular stability and implied 

low frequency increase. The behaviour of the Vestas DFIG model is therefore 

preferable. 

 

The frequency is not increasing above what is possible to handle by the system for any 

of the cases, why the reduction of active current is of greater importance to the angular 

stability than for frequency recovery. However, a zero power FRT mode as was 

demonstrated with the Enercon FPCs ensures that the frequency stays below 51 Hz. 

The frequency increase could have been held even lower if also the Vestas WTGs 

could have been set to zero power mode. 

 

Power reduction rates  

The main problems with trip of the SvK VSC HVDC converter proved to appear 

before any power reduction in terms of tripping of lines and WTGs could be executed.  

 

The frequency increase indicates no problem involved with tripping of entire legs. 

Improvement of the HVDCAT performance could mean even lower frequency 

increase and thereby enable other reduction strategies, i.e tripping less amount of 

production in the production grid or individual aggregates. This should be investigated 
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in the future, but care must be taken to the reactive power balance in the production 

grid. A strategy like that would demand intelligent logic, both with respect to the 

power reduction and reactive power compensation. A simpler approach is to trip entire 

legs in event of converter trip and then energize the legs and restart WTGs when the 

grid is stabilized. 

 

Synchronous condenser out of service  

It turned out that no special operation strategy for the case where one synchronous 

condenser is set to out of service as long as the FPCs are able to enter FRT-mode and 

reduce their active current output. If that behaviour is not possible to obtain, the grids 

should be separated at higher production levels than 70 %. 

9 Discussion  

9.1 SvK VSC HVDC converter trip 

One of the possibilities that the Enercon experts pointed out as a reason for the strange 

behaviour of their model was the limited possibility for a RMS based simulation tool 

to simulate transient events, especially for a severe event like this. Further studies are 

required in an instantaneous-value based simulation tool for verification of the results 

provided in this thesis 

 

None of the WTG developers gave satisfactory answers to the behaviour of their 

models. However, even if the models are not representing the reality, this study has 

shown what impact different behaviour has on the system. The results should serve as 

basis for future works and demands on the behaviour of the WTGs that are to be 

installed in the production grid. 

 

The repossessing of the frequency control can be further improved. It will need further 

investigations of the HVDCAT parameters to find a way to reset the controller states 

when frequency control is repossessed, but this will improve the frequency behaviour. 

 

Demanding an FRT mode where the WTGs in the production grid reduces their active 

power output to zero during low voltage events could imply problem if the HVDC 

Classic is in frequency control, i.e. during SvK VSC HVDC audit. A lot of power 

could be lost in the event of a short circuit fault, depending on the production level, 

and the frequency response of the HVDC Classic link is much slower than the SvK 

VSC HVDC.  
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9.2 Operating strategies of HVDC Classic and power reduction 

strategies 

The cases considered concerns 100 % wind power production and fairly high load. 

The situation with 100 % production will seldom take place, but was studied since it 

causes the largest stress to the system in terms of excess active power. As was 

discussed in the background, circulating of power by having the two links with 

opposite power directions should be avoided as far as possible. 

 

The key when choosing operating strategy is to avoid reversing of power direction of 

the HVDC Classic link, since this has been proven difficult to handle. 

 

As long as the total production is higher than the load, both links should have power 

direction towards the mainland. If the load is higher than the production on Gotland 

grid, but the total production is higher than the load; power should be transferred 

between the grids to cover the difference in load and production on Gotland grid. This 

operation strategy implies that all production in the production grid cannot be tripped 

in case of converter trip, since that action would cause power reversal of the HVDC 

Classic link. If individual aggregates should be tripped, care must be taken to the 

reactive power balance in Ygne.  

 

The strategy utilized throughout this study is to trip entire legs in the production grid. 

Thereby, as long as there is more production on one leg, then what is being transferred 

between the grids, one leg needs to remain in service. If the power transfer between 

the grids is more than what is being produced on one leg, but less then what is being 

produced on two legs, two legs must remain in service. The same argumentation is 

valid for the case where three legs need to remain in service. If more legs are tripped 

than needed, conditions after the trip could be such that both HVDC Classic poles 

need to reverse power direction. 

 

There will be a need for some logic to control the power reduction in the production 

grid. This is regardless of whether entire legs are tripped or individual WTGs. Care 

must also be taken to the remaining capacity on the HVDC Classic link when deciding 

how much power that should be tripped.  

 

When the balance between production and load are close to zero exchange, the power 

direction of one of the links needs to be changed. This is preferably the HVDC Classic 

link due to the long time required for reversing of power direction. There could be 

reason to change the direction of one link only but this has to be investigated further. 

An example of the importance of suitable margins regarding the operation strategy is 

the system collapse during the 400 ms short circuit fault in Stenkumla. 
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10 Conclusion 

This chapter contains the over all conclusions of the report. 

 

Having the grids connected under normal operation appears to be feasible merely by 

utilising the capacity of existing or planned equipment. 

The reactive power from the production grid can be handled by the equipment 

installed in it. It can also be energized without having more than 40 MVAR flowing 

into Ygne if one leg is energized at a time and the WTGs in each leg can compensate 

for the reactive power in respectively leg. This was showed to be possible provided 

the proportion of DFIG and FPCs assumed in this thesis. It is of importance to demand 

reactive power contribution at zero active power out put from the WTGs in order to 

avoid the need of further reactive power compensation equipment. 

 

No problem involving voltage stability or reactive power oscillations were discovered 

during the short circuit study. However, previous attempts of exemplifying reactive 

power oscillations in PSS/E have failed on this matter. This indicates that the 

simulation tool is not sufficient. 

 

The greatest problems involved with having the two grids connected were discovered 

during trip of the SvK VSC HVDC converter. The hardest test to the system proved to 

be surviving the first 100 ms without loosing angular stability and the need of rapid 

reactive power contribution and active current reduction proved to be important 

features of the WTGs in the production grid. 

 

Since the system managed to handle a trip of the SvK VSC HVDC converter at full 

production, the operating strategy proposed should not imply any problems at lower 

production levels. Provided that the logic proposed for opening of breakers can be 

implemented. 

 

As was shown, even a slight reduction of the 75 MVA transformer reactance impacted 

the overall behaviour of the system. Since there are uncertainties in the production 

grid layout the converter trip needs to be thoroughly investigated when more is known 

about the future grid.  

10.1 Future work 

The need for extra reactive power compensation equipment in Ygne and the outcome 

of a converter trip must be further analyzed when more is known about the layout of 

the production grid. By setting requirements on the wind power owners it should be 

possible to avoid adding compensation equipment.  
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The converter trip study has left many subjects for further studies. The behaviour of 

the models needs to be further investigated, and maybe the whole study needs to be 

performed in another simulation tool to validate the results. 

 

The protection relays for the synchronous condensers needs to be overlooked and 

implemented in the model in order to ensure that they can withstand the stress caused 

by a converter trip event. According to Lindahl their should be no problem during the 

short period that is in focus but also he proposed another simulation tool in order to 

have more accurate simulation results. 

 

The operating strategy proposed should be investigated to see if it needs to be 

developed further. Especially operation points close to zero power exchange are of 

interest. 
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Appendix A 

Equivalents and impedances for the production grid 
 
Equivalent Generators 

A number of wind turbines can easily be aggregated into one equivalent turbine by 

adjusting the active, reactive and apparent power of the equivalent generator. N 

identical wind turbines can be reduced to a single equivalent turbine using equations 

1-3. [21]. These equations are consistent with the aggregation methods given by wind 

turbine developers [12, 14]. 

 

     (eq 1) 

        (eq 2) 

     (eq 3) 

 
Equivalent WTG Transformer 

N identical WTG transformers can be reduced to a single transformer using equation 4 

and 5. This aggregation ensures that the voltage drop across the impedance and the 

reactive and real power losses are equal to the sum of the power losses of the 

individual turbines. [21] 

 

     (eq 4) 

 

       (eq 5) 

 
Equivalent collector system circuit 

In order to aggregate an entire wind farm to a single generator equivalent the collector 
circuit needs to be reduced. The following equations provide an adequate equivalent 
collector system with respect to active and reactive power losses. [22] 
 

     (eq 6) 

 

Equation 6 describes how one branch of the collector can be simplified. Zm respresent 

the individual series of a branch connecting two turbines, m is an index, n is the 

number of turbines connected to a daisy chain. 

 

Each branch in the collector circuit can be considered parallel to the other branches. 

Equation 7 describes how an equivalent of n parallel collector branches can be 

calculated. 
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     (eq 7)    

 

Where m is an index counting n parallel circuits, k is the number of turbines connected 

at circuit m and Zm is the impedance for each parallel group. 

 

Assuming that the voltage is close to 1 p.u. in the whole collector system and 

considering the fact the capacitance of the cables generate reactive power proportional 

to the square of the voltage across them; the shunt admittance can be simplified as 

equation 9. [22] 

 
    (eq 8) 

 
Bi  represents the admittance for each section i of the collector system. 

 
Tower configuration and overhead transmission line parameters 

The transmission tower configuration is assumed to be horizontal with 4,5 m phase 

spacing and two guard lines. The transmission lines are located at 16 m height and the 

guard wires an additional 4 meters. The transmission line consists of one conductor 

per phase of 593 sqmm FeAl. The guard wires are assumed to be 234 FeAl.[23] 

 

Table 1 and 2 contains the transmission line parameters for a 20 km and a 30 km long 

transmission line respectively. Transmission line parameters were calculated using 

LineProp. R1 means positive sequence and R0 means zero-sequence. Impedances are 

given in p.u. on system base 1000 MVA. 

 
Table 1, 132 kV 30 km overhead transmission line parameters 

30 km 593 FEAL 132 kV overhead 
transmission line (p.u.) 

R1 0,150 

X1 0,665 

R0 0,395 

X0 2,379 

B1 0,0016 

B0 0,00098 
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Table 2, 132 kV 20 km overhead transmission line parameters 

20 km 593 FEAL 132 kV overhead 
transmission line (p.u.) 

R1 0,133 

X1 0,651 

R0 0,3777 

X0 2,364 

B1 0,00160 

B0 0,000996 

 

Sbase = 1000 MVA. R1 refers to the positive sequence and R0 refers to the zero 

sequence etc. 

 
Cable parameters 

Cable parameters has been calculated using tabled values from manufactures [24] and 

[25]. When inserted in PSS/E values for R, X and B are needed.  

 

The resistance given in manufacturers catalogues is often the dc resistance at 20
o
C. 

Skin effect is not accounted for in this study but the resistance is recalculated to 70
o
C 

using the temperature coefficient for aluminium. 

 

                    (eq 9) 

            

Equation 9 calculates the resistance R at an arbitrary temperature T given the 

temperature coefficient α and a known resistance R0 at a known temperature T0.  

 

The inductance L and the capacitance C is depending on the geometry and provided 

for various configurations by the manufacturer. L and C is multiplied with 2πf to get 

values for X and B. 

 
130 kV Cable 

At areas where overhead lines is not permitted or technically impossible 130 kV cable 

is used. Assuming a flat formation, cross-bonding of screens, 95 mm
2
 copper screen, 

laying depth of 1 m, 20
o
C ground temperature, 1.0 thermal resistivity, De + 70 mm 

phase spacing and one phase group results in a combined rating factor of 0,893. 165 

MW installed wind power per leg then requires 1000 mm
2
 Al cable. [24] 

  

Table 3 contains the transmission line parameters for the 130 kV 1000 mm
2
 cable. The 

resistance is calculated for 70
o
C conductor temperature using equation 9. The 

temperature coefficient for aluminium is 0.0039 K
-1

. 
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Table 3, Transmission line parameters for 132 kV 1000 mm
2
 Al Cable 

Cable Al 1000 sqmm 132 kV 20 km p.u. 
Sbase = 1000 MVA 

R 0,0772 

X 0,184 

B 0,0274 

 
33 kV Cable 

The collector grid is assumed to consist of 33 kV 240 mm
2
 cables. Each feeder can be 

subdivided into to three sections of 6 km each. Data for Rdc, C and L is provided in 

[25]. The resistance is adjusted to 70
o
C conductor temperature using equation 1. Table 

4 contains the transmission line parameters for a 6 km 33 kV 240 mm
2
 cable. 

 
Table 4, Transmission line parameters for 6 km 33 kV 240 mm

2
 Al cable 

Cable 240 Al 33 kV 6  km p.u. 
Sbase = 1000MVA 

R 0,894 

X 0,624 

B 0,000415 

 

An equivalent of the collector grid was calculated according to equation 7 and 8 

assuming the layout provided in figure 3.2. One farm along each leg will have 5 

aggregates and one farm will have 4 aggregates connected to them. The equivalent 

transmission line parameters are shown in table 5 and 6. 

 
Table 5, Transmission line parameters for 5 paralleled collector feeders 

5 paralleled collector feeders, p.u. on 

system base 

Req 0,2554 

Xeq 0,1783 

Beq 0,0048 

 

Table 6, Transmission line parameters for 4 paralleled collector feeders 

4 paralleled collector feeders, p.u. on 

system base 

Req 0,3193 

Xeq 0,2228 

Beq 0,0038 
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Impedances for transformers 

The impedances for transformers have been estimated from product sheets provided 

by manufacturers and standard value approximation in discussion with GEAB and 

Vattenfall.  

 

Table 7, Impedances for transformers, p.u. values on winding MVA base  

Impedances for transformers   

From To X p.u. 
Winding 
MVA 

9003 36910 0,1 75 

9004 36910 0,1 75 

112 113 0,1 200 

212 213 0,1 200 

312 313 0,1 200 

1110
1 

1111 0,00109 21 

2110
1
 2111 0,00109 21 

3110
1
 3110 0,001767 18,84 

4 6 0,14 604 
1
The same transformer MVA bases and impedances is applied to all WTG 

transformers at that leg. 
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Appendix B 

Frequency control of SvK VSC HVDC 
 
A model frequency control model for the SvK VSC HVDC link was written by PO 

Lindström, Pöyry. The model was named and the parameter setting was copied from 

the HVDCAT but the gains were scaled to fit the higher rating of the SvK VSC 

HVDC.  

 

Frequency response, ABB FRQ 

To evaluate the performance of the frequency controller a short circuit simulation 

were performed. A 3P fault was applied at bus 112 for 400 ms before the branches 

leading into the faulted bus were tripped, resulting in a loss of 90 MW production. 

 
Figure 1, Frequency response ABBFRQ 

The red curve is the frequency at bus 4, the green curve is the output from ABBFRQ 

and the blue curve is the active power response from the SvK VSC HVDC. As can be 

seen the fault results in a severe decrease in frequency. Efforts were made to rapid the 

response of the controller but it did not fasten the response as much as it increased the 

oscillations. Discussions were held with PO Lindström and the conclusion was that the 

only way to fasten the response was to add a differential part to the controller. This is 

seldom implemented due to the difficulties in measuring the derivative of the 

frequency. 
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Passive Net 

The passive net control method available for VSC HVDC links was tested as a 

substitute for the method with external frequency controller. The passive net control 

method is described in the theory chapter 2.3.1. Figure 2 shows the frequency 

response when the SvK VSC HVDC link is operated in passive net operation for the 

short circuit fault at bus 112. 

 
Figure 2, Frequency response Passive Net operation 

The red curve represents the frequency and the green curve the active power transfer 

on the SvK VSC HVDC link. As can be seen the response is very much faster which is 

attributed the control mode.  

 

It is possible that an external frequency control could be tuned to have better response 

than what was shown by ABBFRQ, but it will probably not exhibit as good response 

as the Passice net control method. 
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Appendix C 

Reactive power compensation strategies and voltage profiles , case OH 

OH, FL 
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[MVAR] Stenkumla-Ygne SvK HVDC Synch-Comp WTG 

Q cont 1 MVAr -0,44 34,04 -9,87 1,00 

Q cont -1 MVAr -0,88 107,15 -9,44 -1,00 

Vctrl 113 -0,77 91,43 -9,55 -1,69 

Zero Exch 0,37 -36,75 -11,07 3,33 
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[MVAR] Stenkumla-Ygne SvK HVDC Synch-Comp WTG 

Q cont 0 MVAr 0,15 -138,15 -4,08 0,00 

Zero Exchange 0,67 -91,91 -5,40 -1,53 
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OH, NL, DFIG out 

OH, NL, DFIG out, Zero Exchange
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The Enercon WTGs are consuming -2 MVAR per aggregate for this case. 

 

OH, WTG cont = 0, SvK out 

OH, WTG cont = 0, SvK out
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Cable, FL, 162 MW between grids, Q from prod. Grid 

Cable, FL, 162 MW between grids, Q from prod. grid
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The voltage is very high close to Stenkumla. This could be taken care of by equipping 

the between grid transformers with tap changers. 
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Appendix D 

Short circuit study 
 

Fault at bus 112 
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Fault at bus 101 

 
Fault at bus 9000, 200 ms 
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Fault at bus 37010 

 
Fault at bus 36911 
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Appendix E 

Fault at bus 112 for different FRT settings Enercon 
 
FRT1 Zero Power Mode 
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FRT2 PQ-Mode 

 
FRT3 Phase Angle Mode 
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FRT4, QU-Mode 

 


